






2. Allele Designation  
The new SDPD guidelines document practices that have always been employed by the 
laboratory. The current guidelines do not differ from the previous guidelines to any significant 
degree. 
 
3. Interpretation of DNA Typing Results 
The SDPD laboratory has had the same basic definitions and practice of identifying artifact data 
and has been performing analyses in the manner section 3 of the SWGDAM mixture guidelines 
indicates since the implementation of Short Tandem Repeat (STR) testing.  The new guidelines 
further refine many points addressed in section 3 and document practices that had not been 
formally addressed in prior SDPD interpretation guidelines.   
 
SDPD validation studies have always contained data on peak height ratios; although the 
validation studies performed on the new testing kit exceed those that have been done in the past.  
The laboratory has had data for the stochastic thresholds for the kits we employ since 
approximately 2006 and have continued the practice with the validation of the new testing kit.   
 
The laboratory previously refined mixture interpretation in August 2009 in response to the audit 
document published by SWGDAM.  The 2009 changes involved creating a more defined method 
of determining major/minor contributors in mixtures and implementing a more consistent 
method for performing statistical analyses on minor contributor inclusions (modified again with 
the 2011 SDPD guidelines). 
 
The new interpretation guidelines (2011) provide more detail about making assumptions and 
handling mixtures of DNA as well as provide additional statistical options (see section 5).  A 
change in the SDPD interpretation guidelines relates to section 3.6.1 of the SWGDAM mixture 
guidelines, and specifically how comparisons are made with evidence samples.   
 
4. Statistical Analysis of DNA Typing Results 
The SDPD laboratory has always used the listed statistical approaches to dealing with mixtures 
of DNA.  The new guidelines provide additional information and guidance to analysts in 
applying these approaches. Another change to the SDPD interpretation guidelines relates to 
section 4.6.3 of the SWGDAM mixture guidelines, specifically dealing with how statistics will 
be performed on samples with low level data when no assumptions can be made about a mixture. 
 
5. Statistical Formulae 
The SDPD laboratory has always used the statistical formulae recommended in the National 
Research Council’s 1996 report (The Evaluation of Forensic DNA Evidence – National Academy 
Press – 1996) cited in the SWGDAM mixture guidelines.  In August of 2010, the SDPD adopted 
the ability to use the 2p formula (SWGDAM Mixture Guidelines 5.2.1.3) to deal with situations 
of undetermined zygosity. The new SDPD guidelines continue the use of 2p and in addition 
provide information for the use of Random Match Probabilities in DNA mixtures. 
 
In conclusion, the new SDPD mixture interpretation guidelines are a more detailed continuation 
of past practices employed, some not previously codified, and they provide additional 
information with respect to utilizing the various statistical options available.  The main changes 
concern how comparisons are made to the evidence and which markers can be used for statistics 
in samples with low level data when no assumptions can be made.  The effect of these changes 
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will be to alter how minor DNA contributors are interpreted and which DNA markers will be 
used for statistical calculations on inclusions.  It is likely the new SDPD guidelines will result in 
more samples that cannot be interpreted due to their complexity and/or low level.  With regards 
to the statistical significance applied to inclusions, samples where no assumptions can be made 
may have more common inclusion statistics estimates, whereas samples for which assumptions 
can be made are may have more discriminating inclusion statistics provided in the report. 
 

  
Shawn Montpetit Patrick O’Donnell 
DNA Technical Manager Supervising Criminalist 
SSDPD Crime Laboratory SDPD Crime Laboratory 
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San Diego County Sheriff’s Forensic Biology Section’s current 
compliance with SWGDAM’s DNA Interpretation Guidelines 

This document was written to clarify Sheriff’s Crime Lab’s compliance with the new 
SWGDAM Interpretation Guidelines (compliance may be either through our practices 
and/or protocols in our manual).  Our current interpretation methods are based on our 
validation studies, scientific literature, and the collective experience of our casework 
qualified DNA examiners. These interpretation methods continue to evolve in order to 
address relevant and changing issues in DNA analysis. With a few isolated exceptions, 
our current methods and practices conform to the principles stated in the SWGDAM 
document.  We are reviewing our policies and adapting our methods to address issues 
raised by the new SWGDAM guidelines.  However, these adaptations generally will not 
call into question previous or currently reported results.  

 1. Preliminary Evaluation of Data 

1.1- Analytical Threshold– We are in compliance with this guideline. 

1.2 Internal Standards and Allelic Ladders- We are in compliance with this 
guideline.  

1.3 Controls- We are in compliance with this guideline.  

1.4 Redundantly analyzed loci- Not applicable, we do not use redundant loci. 

2.  Allele Designation 

2.1 Criteria for Allele Designations– We are in compliance with this guideline. 

3. Interpretation of DNA Typing Results 

3.1 Non-Allelic Peaks- We are in compliance with this guideline. 

3.2 Application of Peak Height Thresholds to Allelic Peaks-  

3.2.1 We have established a stochastic threshold for interpretation of 
single source samples. We are currently examining methods of 
incorporating the threshold into the interpretation of mixtures.  We plan to 
incorporate this by the end of the year with the implementation of a new 
amplification kit. 

3.2.2 Not applicable                                                                           

3.3 Peak Height Ratios- We are in compliance with this guideline.  

3.4 Number of Contributors to a DNA Profile- 
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3.4.1 Guidelines for minimum contributor number- We are in 
compliance with this guideline.  

3.4.2 Criteria for mixture determination- We are in compliance with 
this guideline.  

3.4.3 Guidelines for data from multiple injections-We are in 
compliance with this guideline. 

3.5 Interpretation of DNA Typing Results for Mixed Samples-  

3.5.1 Guidelines for distinguishing contributors- We are in compliance 
with this guideline.  

3.5.2 Assumptions used in mixture deconvolutions- We are in 
compliance with this guideline.  

3.5.3 Use of “other quantitative characteristics” in deconvolutions- We 
are in compliance with this guideline.  

3.5.4 Mixtures with single major contributor- 

3.5.4.1 Major alleles from heterozygotes should meet PHR 
expectations- We are in compliance with this guideline. 

3.5.4.2 Minor alleles from heterozygotes should meet PHR 
expectations- Not applicable; we generally do not determine 
minor contributor genotypes. 

3.5.4.3 Minor contributor genotypes may not be distinguished– 
Not applicable; we generally do not determine minor contributor 
genotypes. 

3.5.5 Determining multiple major contributors with PHR– Our current 
policy uses peak height ratios to determine what DNA types are 
considered minor.    We plan to employ more defined guidelines by the 
end of the year with the implementation of a new amplification kit.  

3.5.6 Determining indistinguishable mixtures with PHR- We are in 
compliance with this guideline.  

3.5.7 Mixtures with known contributors- We are in compliance with 
this guideline. 

3.5.8 Interpretation of potential stutter peaks– 

3.5.8.1 Interpreting n-4 peaks- We are in compliance with this 
guideline.  However, we do not specifically have an 
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“indistinguishable” from stutter category.  We are reviewing the 
possibility of using “indistinguishable” from stutter category. 

3.5.8.2 Reporting n-4 peaks- We are in compliance with this 
guideline 

3.5.8.3 “Considering” low n-4 peaks as potential alleles- When a 
peak is at or below our established stutter cutoff, we designate that 
as a stutter peak.  We only consider stutter as potentially masking a 
true allele when assessing if an individual is included or excluded 
in a mixture of DNA.  We do not use stutter peaks for statistical 
purposes.  We are reviewing this guideline and will further address 
it at the end of the year with the implementation of a new 
amplification kit.   

3.6 Comparison of DNA Typing Results–  

3.6.1 Guidelines for interpreting evidence before references– We are in 
compliance with this guideline.  

3.6.2 Partial profiles- We are in compliance with this guideline.  

3.6.3 Guidelines for conclusions- We are in compliance with this 
guideline.  

3.6.4 Guidelines for assessing whether typing results are accounted for 
by known contributors- This recommendation is that we may establish 
guidelines for assessing whether all the DNA typing results are accounted 
for by the included individuals.  We do not have this in our manual.  
Generally many analysts address this issue in their report. We are 
reviewing this guideline to determine if it is appropriate to add it to our 
manual. 

3.6.5 Guidelines for documenting assumptions- We are in compliance 
with this guideline.  

3.6.6 Guidelines for results without conclusions- We are in compliance 
with this guideline. 

4 Statistical Analysis of DNA Typing Results 

4.1 Statistical analysis in support of inclusions– We are in compliance with this 
guideline.  

4.2 Statistics derived from evidence; only one statistic per mixture 
component- We derive statistics from evidence profiles only. Generally, in 
practice, we comply with this guideline of only reporting one statistic per mixture 
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component.  We are reviewing our guidelines and will determine if more 
clarification is needed in our manual. 

4.3 Inconclusive/uninterpretable data not used in statistics- We are in 
compliance with this guideline. 

4.4 Exclusions don’t require statistics- We are in compliance with this 
guideline. 

4.5 Sources of population databases documented- We are in compliance with 
this guideline. 

4.6 Statistical formulae must be documented- We are in compliance with this 
guideline.  

4.6.2 Composite statistics not appropriate–We are in compliance with this 
guideline. 

4.6.3 Loci with alleles below stochastic threshold not used for statistics– We 
do not currently have a guideline in our manual addressing this issue.  We are not 
specifically using the stochastic threshold to determine the possibility of dropout 
but analysts are asked to consider the peak heights to determine possible dropout. 
In practice, we do not use loci where dropout is considered likely in CPI 
calculations.  We are reviewing this guideline and plan to incorporate the use of a 
stochastic threshold for mixture interpretation by the end of the year with the 
implementation of a new amplification kit.   

4.6.3.1 Alleles below stochastic threshold may be used for comparisons 
and mixture determination– We are in compliance with this guideline. 

4.6.3.2 Restricted CPE/CPI may be used for multiple major 
contributors- We are in compliance with this guideline. 

4.7 Criteria for source attribution statements- Not applicable; we do not use 
source attribution statements. 

5 Statistical Formulae 

5.1 Statistics not calculated for loci with potential dropped genotypes, 
product rule not applied if all included contributors not represented- We 
comply with this guideline in practice (see response in 4.6.3). General guidelines 
are available to analysts but will be further refined in the future. 

 5.2- Random Match Probability (RMP)– 

5.2.1 Formulae derived from NRCII- We are in compliance with this 
guideline. 
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5.2.2 RMP may be used for mixtures with deconvolution- Not 
applicable; we do not currently use RMP on mixtures. 

5.2.3 NRCII formulae used for relative hypotheses in the absence of 
direct comparison- We are in compliance with this guideline. 

5.3 Combined Probability of Exclusion/Inclusion (CPE/CPI)- We are in 
compliance with the guidelines regarding formulae used for CPI calculation. We 
generally comply in practice with guideline 5.3.5.2 regarding loci included in CPI 
calculations (see discussion of 4.6.3 above), but we do not currently have a policy 
requiring it. We do not use CPE. 

5.4 Likelihood Ratio (LR)  

5.4.1 LR on single-source samples– Not applicable; we do not use LR on 
single-source samples. 

5.4.2 LR examples- We currently use the unrestricted LR as described in 
guideline 5.4.2.1. We do not currently use the restricted LR. 
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